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LEGAL DISCLAIMER

This white paper discusses certain aspects of Ormeus Cash, (OMC) and its
underlying cryptocurrency assets. The white paper and the information stated
herein is not legally binding and the study focuses exclusively on the activities
and assets as it relates to Ormeus Cash. This white paper does not constitute an
oﬀer for nor an invitation to exchange any amount of cryptocurrency for OMC.
Forward-Looking Statements: The white paper contains certain forward-looking
statements. A forward-looking statement is a statement that does not
necessarily relate to historical facts and events. The forward-looking statements
are based on forecasts of future results and estimates of amounts not yet
determinable or foreseeable. Such forward-looking statements are identified by
the use of terms and phrases such as anticipate, believe, could, estimate,
expect, intend, plan, predict, project, will and similar terms, including references
and assumptions.
This applies, in particular, to statements in this white paper containing
information on future developments of Ormeus Cash or its industrial mining
operation, plans, and expectations regarding OMC or its growth of value.
Forward-looking statements are based on current estimates and assumptions
that the author makes based on verified present knowledge.
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1. Abstract
Ormeus Cash (OMC) is an asset-backed virtual currency with a stable transactional price; a new
breed of user-driven cryptocurrency known as a Collateralized Transactional Coin, (CTC). Believed to
be the first of its kind, a smart contract Collateral Pool linked to the OMC Reserve Vault instantly
manages the coin’s transactional debt and protects against major price downswings. Meanwhile, a
‘Proof-of-Transaction’ (PoT) system both communicates with the Collateral Pool and incentivizes
users to make more transactions thereby increasing the coin’s overall value and purchasing power.
OMC has all the features that make Bitcoin so appealing, but it doesn’t suﬀer from the same
downward price volatility or protracted transaction times, making it much more usable as a store of
value, medium of exchange, and unit of account.
The virtual currency is presently secured by one of the biggest industrial cryptocurrency mining
operations in the world via the gold-standard, ‘Proof of Asset’ pioneer, Ormeus Coin and its reserve
cryptocurrency vault. OMC avoids a fiat-collateralized scheme by relying on a mining reserve vault
lined with Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Dash, Litecoin, and Ethereum. Future plans reveal how Ormeus Cash
will be secured by other crypto assets, through the tokenization of precious metal commodities like
gold bullion.
As the quantity of transactions increase, OMC will grow in value and therefore purchasing power.
System algorithms linked to the coin’s collateralized pool and the Ormeus Cash Reserve Vault will
act to programmatically protect against any severe drops in token price. The Ormeus Cash Reserve
Vault will be programmed via smart contract to permanently collateralize 25% of the entire value of
Ormeus Cash in circulation. Every transaction on the OMC network will be subject to a double
collateralization rule for a specific period of time, e.g., 30 days.
OMC enables users to instantly and privately transact with crypto at brick-and-mortar stores and
mainstream online markets, without cumbersome and time-consuming exchange processes.
Featuring mobile tap-to-pay DApp (Decentralized Application) wallet, automated savings and loyalty
rewards, OMC is empowering people to make the most of their money.
Using intuitive technology and customizable tools, the digital currency delivers a contactless
payment system that is the solution to crypto point-of-sale transactions; a smarter way to spend,
save, share and earn money straight from a mobile phone. Customers and shop owners can use
OMC in a completely decentralized and inexpensive way by transacting in-store through an
innovative Blockchain payment processing unit powered by a leading technology company.
Without the excessive hidden fees of merchants, acquirers, issuers and credit card providers - OMC
is a fast and lucrative solution for payments in the new world of cryptocurrency. Stored in the
Ormeus Digital Wallet, the token is available at leading cryptocurrency exchanges. This is Ormeus
Cash – a dynamic, cryptocurrency Transactional Coin for next-generation payments.
3

2. Introduction
When mathematical genius and Nobel laureate John Nash first considered the possibility of an ‘ideal
money’ in the late 1950s,1 he could easily have been describing a transactionally stable
cryptocurrency capable of instant point of sale transactions.
In his lectures on the subject of money, Dr. Nash credited much of Britain’s early historical economic
strength to Sir Isaac Newton’s actions of making the pound the original currency of ‘the gold
standard,’ with its value pegged to gold in 1717. The fabled ‘Beautiful Mind’ of Nash, considered such
a peg to be a solid basis for international stability.
2

According to the Bank of Canada, Bitcoin has many similarities with the economy based on the gold
standard, in particular, limited and predictable supply of the monetary system anchor; no central
bank or monetary authority controlling the supply and low or non-existent inflation.
In a recent research paper on the subject, the Bank of Canada imagines a world in which countries
are on the ‘Bitcoin Standard,’ a monetary system in which all media of exchange are Bitcoin or are
backed by it, and compares this imagined future to a real past when gold performed the same
function.
Unfortunately, there have been several obstacles for the adoption of cryptocurrency to be widely
accepted as a payment method. The most prevalent being volatile crypto prices, senders being
responsible for high processing fees, unpredictable transaction times and low transaction
3

throughput with Bitcoin for example delivering about 7 transactions per second. These crucial
factors in transaction logistics have been particularly discouraging because they are necessary for
convenient, successful daily point of sales purchases.
Enter Ormeus Cash - a crypto collateralized Transactional Coin - a virtual currency secured by a
reserve vault and one of the biggest privately owned industrial Bitcoin mining conglomerates in the
world. Ormeus Cash is a transactionally stable cryptocurrency pegged to another unit of value, which
has extensive benefits for world trade and is an eﬀective solution as a transactional payment method.
The objective of Ormeus Cash is to finally make crypto purchases fast and aﬀordable at the cash
register and online.

1. John F. Nash, Jr., Ph.D., (November 2011) Lecture: ‘Ideal Money and the Motivation of Savings and Thrift’
2. Warren E. Weber, (March 2016) ‘A Bitcoin Standard: Lessons from the Gold Standard’
3. Blockchain.info: Confirmed Transactions Per Day, https://blockchain.info/charts/n-transactions?timespan=all
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3. Introducing Collaterialized Transactional Coin
The first mental hurdle people encounter when learning about cryptocurrencies is understanding
4

how digital money has any value. The United States, for example, left the gold standard in 1971 - and
even though the US Dollar is now backed by nothing but debt, paper cash and nonprecious metal
coins seem to give people a false sense of security because they are physically tangible.
Still, even after clearing the first hurdle and establishing a cryptocurrency’s value, most users cannot risk
crypto’s volatility when making transactions. For example, one cannot confidently pay someone a monthly
salary in cryptocurrency if the number of coins they should be given for wages keeps fluctuating.
This volatility renders the likes of Bitcoin basically unusable for micro-transactions. The scenario of a
decentralized fixed-supply currency, where people (not banks) have custody of their own money,
free from inflation sounds intriguing, but how can this utopian concept be eﬀectively implemented
when stability is a core issue?
This is where the concept of Collateralized Transactional Coin comes in – a price stable
cryptocurrency governed by collateral algorithms that programmatically fend oﬀ unfavourable
downward market movements. The coins are created by locking up collateral in excess of the
amount of coins minted. Additionally, transactional volume is then monitored through the Proof of
Transaction (PoT) participation economy mechanism, whereby buying behaviour becomes impactful
and transactional volume dictates the amount of new coins created.
For example, a company could generate USD$100 worth of Transactional Coins by locking up
USD$150 worth of Ethereum. The collateral is held in a smart contract, where it can be accessed by
paying back the Transactional Coins debt, or can be automatically sold by the contract software if
5

the collateral falls below a certain threshold. This allows for collateral-backed Transactional Coins
that do not require trust in a central party.
A small number of companies in the Blockchain space are now harnessing the idea of Stablecoin and
are ‘tokenizing’ real-world assets. A well-known tokenization project to date is DGX - a token that is
backed by physical gold bullion, with 1 DGX equalling 1 gram of 99.99% LBMA-standard gold. Just as
Apple or Toyota could release “AppleCash” or “ToyotaCash”, Ormeus Cash is being released as a
Transactional Coin and is secured by crypto collateral and the growth of transactions on the network.
A well-known tokenization project to date is DGX - a token that is backed by physical gold bullion,
with 1 DGX equalling 1 gram of 99.99% LBMA-standard gold.6 Just as Apple or Toyota could release
“AppleCash” or “ToyotaCash”, Ormeus Cash is being released as a Transactional Coin and is secured
by the Ormeus mining assets and the growth of the transactions on the network.
4. Frank Holmes, (December 2015) Business Insider: ‘A History of the US Gold Standard’
5. Myles Snider, (January 2018) MultiCoin Capital: ‘An Overview of Stablecoins’
6. Gigix Oﬃcial Website: https://digix.global
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4. Multi Crypto-Collateralized
Much like Stablecoins, it is possible to envisage three categories of Collateralized Transactional
Coins: fiat-collateralized coins, crypto-collateralized coins, and non-collateralized coins.7
The digital token has value because it represents a claim on another asset with some defined value.
The problem with this approach is that it is centralized – why use fiat currency as collateral when the
whole point of crypto is to move away from that?

Ormeus Cash avoided a fiat-collateralized system by indirectly backing the currency with reserves of
Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Dash, Litecoin, Ethereum through Ormeus Coin. Everything is on the
Blockchain and no fiat is needed. The author believes this to be the first multi-crypto collateral
system of its kind.
The apparent criticism of any crypto-collateral strategy is that cryptocurrencies are unstable, which
means the mining business collateral can and will fluctuate. The solution to this potential snag is to
over-collateralize the Transactional Coin for a period of time so it can absorb price fluctuations.

7. Haseeb Qureshi, (February 2018) Hackernoon: ‘Stablecoins: Designing a price-stable cryptocurrency’
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CRYTPOCOLLATERALIZED TRANSACTIONAL COINS

OVER COLLATERALIZED
RESERVES

DEPOSIT $2 WORTH OF
CRYPTO COLLATERAL IN RESERVE

ISSUE ONE
TRANSACTIONAL COIN @ $1

ISSUE $2
OF COLLATERAL

PURCHASE ONE
TOKEN @ $1

PURCHASE $2 WORTH
OF COLLATERAL

USER

3RD PARTY
CRYPTOCURRENCY PLATFORM

An example of how over-collateralization works

COLLATERALIZED TRANSACTIONAL COIN PLATFORM

For example, USD$200 worth of Ormeus Coin is deposited in the Reserve Vault, and then 100
Ormeus Cash coins are issued against it worth USD$1 each. Ormeus Cash is now 200%
collateralized. This means the price of Ormeus Coin can drop by 25%, and Ormeus Cash is still safely
collateralized by $150 of Ormeus Coin, and one OMC can still be valued at $1.
This system works because Ormeus Coin is collateralized by a vault containing 5 cryptocurrencies.
For example, if you collateralized with Ethereum and Ethereum crashes, then your Transactional
Coin will automatically get liquidated into Ethereum. The advantage of the Ormeus Reserve Vault
system is that there are 25 diﬀerent multi-signature wallets containing five diﬀerent cryptos
eﬀectively diversifying to secure Ormeus Cash. 8
Ormeus Cash is backed by these other trustless crypto assets on-chain, a model pioneered by
Bitshares, where the collateral backing the Transactional Coin is itself a decentralized crypto asset.
This approach used by Ormeus Cash has the benefit of being decentralized where the collateral is
held trustlessly in smart contracts, so users aren’t relying on any third party to redeem it.
Overall, the Ormeus Crypto-Collateral system is a decentralized system that is deemed viable
because it diversifies assets as security for the coin. It can liquidate quickly and cheaply into
underlying crypto collateral if necessary and oﬀers flawless transparency to the public with the
ability to inspect the collateralization ratio of the Transactional Coin in the Reserve Vault.

8. Bitshares Technical Information: http://docs.bitshares.org
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5. Smart Assets: Ormeus Industrial Mining Empire
Extensive independent research reveals that Ormeus Coin is now backed by one of the biggest solelyowned Bitcoin and Crypto miners in the world. The following information is relevant towards
identifying how the substantial mining facilities of Ormeus Coin have the capacity to secure
cryptocurrencies with a viable asset due to the following factors:

Privately Owned: Ormeus Coin is backed by a privately-owned mining enterprise,
which means it does not act as a pool and does not share block rewards in proportion
to contributed mining hash power. This exclusivity gives it the strength and depth to
secure coins and tokens.
World Ranking: Even when considered against the backdrop of mining pools, which
can be owned by thousands of individual miners, Ormeus Coin is currently the 18th
biggest Bitcoin mining company globally.
200 Petahash: According to upcoming purchase orders and contractual obligations
from third parties, the company looks set to break into the world’s top ten miners. The
latest company data shows that after acquiring a further 4,400 mining servers in a
recent USD$50 Million deal with a Chinese based enterprise, Ormeus has now reached
the 200 Petahash milestone.
Energy Contracts: Ormeus has data centers in upstate New York, the American MidWest, and has acquired new centers in China. Each of these facilities has secured longterm energy contracts.
Reserve Vault: It has been confirmed that 40% of profits from ongoing production at
the mining centers are now permanently linked to a ‘gold-standard’ Ormeus Reserve
Vault, (ORV), which supports the stability of the coin. An unalterable smart contract
system currently verifies regular deposits from the mining, which is cryptographically
linked to the publicly identifiable currency vault.

10

10. Press Association, (April 4th, 2018), ‘Ormeus outsmarts other currencies with transparent proof of mining reserve vault’
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Purchasing Power: Smart Contracts dictate that a further 40% of mining profits are
re-invested into acquiring additional hardware rigs, energy, mobile miners, data
11

warehouses and land.

Artificial Intelligence: The Ormeus proprietary AI engine optimizes mining activity
by maximizing yield related to quantity and value of the currency mined.
Latent Value: A significant worth is attributed to unmined Bitcoin, Dash, Litecoin et
al. A certain value is also attached to the mining rig hardware and the extensive
computing power it can harness.
Future Assets: Internal company files suggest that Ormeus will continue to build its
Reserve Vault through diversification of assets such as traditional gold mining,
agriculture, health, property and insurance.

6. Proof-of-Asset Protocol:
Ormeus provides for the tokenization and documentation of its physical crypto mining assets and
profits through its Proof of Asset (PoA) Protocol. The company is allowing its mining assets to be
continuously monitored and remotely appraised in real time through its Reserve Vault system, which
is currently in beta version at http://orv.ormeuscoin.com and will eventually be live in the Ormeus
digital wallet.
This ground-breaking Proof of Asset Protocol is central to proving how Ormeus is initially setting
aside up to 50 Million Ormeus Coin in the reserve vault, with scaling based on the distribution of
Ormeus Cash. In other words, if the average price of Ormeus Coin is USD$5 for example, then 50
Million coins secured in the vault escrow would give an underlying value of USD$250 Million to
Ormeus Cash.

11. Ormeus Coin Audit: https://ormeuscoin.com/whitepaper
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The Ormeus Proof-of-Asset Protocol is being used to create the concept of ‘smart assets’ based on
smart contracts from the industrial cryptocurrency mining conglomerate. The protocol derives
12

liquidity from the underlying value of the mining assets through Ethereum

based smart contracts that

allow this value to be identified, quantified and distributed. The liquidity of these assets is constantly
monitored to guarantee smart asset value is accurate and reliable.

Ormeus Top 10 Crypto
Mining Operation

Mining Profits:
Ormeus Reserve Vault

Proof of Asset
Protocol Audit

Tokenization of
Smart Assets

COIN
TOKEN

POA in action: Example of how the Ormeus Proof-of-Asset Protocol works

The Ormeus Proof-of-Asset Protocol is fundamental to the company being run as a Decentralized
13

Autonomous Organization (DAO) – a corporation run through rules encoded as computer programs.
Most cryptocurrencies are just digital descriptions of assets, Ormeus adds financial and legal

components relating to actual liquid assets, commands for automatic transactions, cash flow
identification, formulas for calculation of asset prices, and automatic validation of how underlying
assets are performing.
As a DAO, Ormeus is hard-coding certain rules that the company must adhere to and cannot be
changed once deployed, i.e., setting aside a certain percentage of vault earnings for coin or token
stability.
In this way, the type of fraud seen in many Initial Coin Oﬀerings (ICO) is avoided. Assets are calculated
as existing; not just mere speculation of ideas that could happen or assets that might materialize.
Ormeus Proof-of-Asset Protocol makes up-to-the-minute regular and qualified audits a natural
business practice.
There will come a time when all of this will become industry standard, where the cryptocurrency
community will require all coins and tokens to be backed by something with intrinsic value.
There will come a time when all of this will become industry standard, where the cryptocurrency
community will require all coins and tokens to be backed by something with intrinsic value.

12. Ethereum Whitepaper: https://github.com/ethereum/wiki/wiki/White-Paper
13. Coin Desk, ‘What is DAO’: https://www.coindesk.com/information/what-is-a-dao-ethereum/
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7. Ormeus Tap-to-Pay:
Contactless Instant Crypto Payments
The idea for the first independent credit card company in the world was conceived in Majors Cabin
Grill restaurant in New York City in 1949. Diners Club co-founder Frank McNamara was dining with
clients and realized he had left his wallet in another suit. His wife paid the tab, and McNamara
thought of a multi-purpose charge card as a way to avoid similar embarrassments in the future.14
Fiat-based credit cards have been a staple payment method for the past 25 years. Despite all the
benefits, however, credit/debit cards also have significant weaknesses. For example, they involve
high fees for merchants, diﬃcult qualification and use requirements for consumers, not to mention
the various consumer fees, sky-high rates on unpaid balances - and the issuing bank’s ability to pull
the customer’s card at any time.
Instant cryptocurrency payments oﬀer an alternative and Ormeus Cash is part of a global solution to
facilitate immediate point of sale transactions. The Ormeus vision is to consumerize cryptocurrency
by enabling its use in retail Point-of-Sale through a mobile DApp and Contactless Payment Card.
This new world creates a secure globally accessible multi-currency alternative to traditional banking,
allowing customers and merchants to store money safely, access it instantly, earn rewards and
transact anywhere.

14. Beauchamp, Marc J. (June 2003). ‘How to Survive & Thrive in the Merchant Services Industry’
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In order to make
payments at the cash
register from the
Ormeus Wallet,
customers can use:
1: Virtual Mobile Wallet:
Engage with existing merchant technology and
online shops by using the Ormeus DApp
(Decentralized Application) wallet and virtual debit
card, available to download for smartphones via
IOS or Android. Linked directly to the Ormeus
current account wallet, a real-time exchange of
Crypto into Fiat occurs, with the transaction being
completed via contactless Near Field
Communication (NFC) payment capability. Of

PAY W I T H O M C

course, wallet-to-wallet Ormeus Cash transactions
are also available, which are free & in real-time.

Straight from your Smartphone: The ‘tap-to-pay’
DApp wallet will be made available for download
on the IOS and Android marketplace and ready-touse on mobile devices.
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2: Ormeus Physical Debit Card
It’s as simple as it sounds – a physical debit card
linked to your Ormeus Current Account wallet
balance. In addition to the virtual debit card
available on the DApp, customers will also be able
to buy anything with the Ormeus Cash physical
debit card, which has the advantage of being able
to facilitate withdrawals from ATMs.
Just like the DApp, Ormeus makes an instant
conversion from crypto into fiat, in addition to
wallet-to-wallet payments being available.
Only the exact amount that you spend with your
card will be incrementally exchanged from crypto
in real-time when you swipe your card, with the
rest being securely stored in your wallet to which
only you have access. Diﬀerent grades of Card will
be available with various reward systems.

3: Wallet-to-Wallet
As mentioned above, the customer can engage in
a wallet-to-wallet transaction using Ormeus Cash
with the merchant using a new, innovative pointof-sale tablet linked to the Blockchain. The
existence of any of these solutions allows the
point-of-sale to sell anything for cryptocurrency
without the use of the VISA or Mastercard service
by going directly to the cryptocurrency Blockchain
to record transactions. This option will incentivise
both shop keeper and customer through loyalty
rewards and discounts which is discussed in the
following section.

15

8. Global Decentralized Payment Processing Network
Given the enormous growth and increasing popularity of cryptocurrencies, it is clear that an instant
payment solution will attract significant adoption.
In terms of the market opportunity, there are for example now 3.2 billion Visa accounts with access
15

to 46 million merchant points.

Ormeus aims to increase those numbers with mobile wallets and

cards for point-of-sale transactions through the current account wallets.
Whilst the Ormeus DApp wallet oﬀers seamless integration of cryptocurrency into everyday
transactions and financial services using existing merchant payment terminal technology,
cryptocurrencies are not compatible with the current payment processing workflows and
mechanisms.
As described above, existing solutions fall short in multiple areas - from fees, to APIs, to privacy. For
this reason, Ormeus is contracting with a leading developer to build a decentralized payment
gateway and processing platform that can be used by merchants and cryptocurrency users to make
payments at the point of sale easy and straightforward with minimal fees. The key characteristics
required for such a solution are price stability, liquidity, and scalability; all of which Ormeus Cash
currently possesses.

15. Business Wire, (3rd May, 2018), ‘Global Payments Reports First Quarter 2018’
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9. The advantages of the new Ormeus Decentralized
Payment Processing Network are:
01
02

The Mobile Point of Sale app accepts various cryptocurrencies, which eliminates the
need to maintain multiple point of sale apps and wallets;
Transactions are settled in real time and payouts can be received in local currency;

03

Instant transaction confirmation, within hundreds of milliseconds to a few seconds,

04

The company Ormeus is contracting with is integrating with leading terminal

which enables normal in-store and online checkout process;

providers, what enables accepting cryptocurrency without changing POS system;

05

Loyalty rewards, low fees and discounts when transacting with Ormeus Cash.

06

The new POS will support BTC, ETH (ERC20), NPXS, XEM, XLM and more;

07

Also supports retail intelligence and inventory management.

08

Cross-border e-commerce: For US-based merchants, cross- border transactions are
2-3 times more likely to be declined relative to domestic transactions, and some 31%
of declined transactions turn out to be false positives. Ormeus plans to reduce fees
and abandonment rates.

EXCHANGES

TOKEN HOLDERS

DIGITAL WALLETS

ORMEUS CASH PLATFORM

Ormeus is consumerizing
cryptocurrency by
enabling crypto retail
Point-of-Sale (POS)
through a mobile app,
contactless payment card
and merchant terminal.

BLOCKCHAIN
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10. Ormeus Cash: Securities Law
It is illegal to oﬀer or sell securities in the United States and many other jurisdictions unless the oﬀer
and sale are exempt under the federal securities laws or made pursuant to an eﬀective registration
statement filed with the SEC. One kind of a security under federal law is an “investment contract,”
and it is this type of security that is up for discussion in the case of cryptocurrencies.
Since the 1930s, courts have generated significant analysis of what is meant by the term “investment
contract.” The Supreme Court in its 1946 decision in SEC v. W.J. Howey Co., provided the seminal
definition of that term. An investment contract was a “contract, transaction or scheme whereby a
person invests his money in a common enterprise and is led to expect profits solely from the eﬀorts
of the promoter or a third party.” Courts often break the Howey test into four prongs to determine:
(i) whether there exists an investment of money;
(ii) whether there exists a common enterprise;
(iii) whether there exists an expectation of profits;
(iv) whether the expectation of profits is solely from the eﬀorts of others.
If all prongs are satisfied, then a contract, scheme, or arrangement passes the Howey test and
constitutes a security. If any one of the prongs is not met, the arrangement fails the Howey test and
there is no security.
It is clear that if the expectation of economic return is based solely on market forces, and not on the
eﬀorts of a certain promoter or promoters, then a fundamental prong of the landmark Howey test is
not satisfied and the virtual currency in question cannot be a security. Furthermore, comments made
by Securities and Exchange Commission chairman Jay Clayton in February 2018 to a Senate Banking
Committee suggested that if companies engage in an ICO – then a security is being created.
Ormeus Coin or Ormeus Cash is not engaging in an ICO which further strengthens its position as a
non-security. Furthermore, Ormeus Coin and Ormeus Cash cannot control the mining results of
Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Dash or Litecoin for example which feed its reserve vault – the market
controls that. Ormeus cannot control the mining algorithm that selects the cryptocurrencies to be
mined. Developing a DAO system as reported in the white paper will strengthen this position.
Without new laws, entrepreneurs and virtual currency users encounter huge uncertainty regarding
the lawfulness of their behavior and potential liability. Still, even with a lack of legislative framework,
we can work towards a definition of what Ormeus Cash is. It is a Transactional Coin -

a next

generation payment option - a digital currency - and a viable store of value. It cannot be viewed as a
security under various international laws.
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11. Roadmap

12. Conclusion
This whitepaper set out how Ormeus Cash can become the price-stable currency for next
generation payments. The new Transactional Coin will act as an important catalyst to popularize the
use of cryptocurrency in the mainstream medium of everyday point of sale transactions, as well as
for other applications including decentralized insurance solutions, derivatives contracts, financial
applications like consumer loans, along with debit and credit markets.
Lack of price stability prevents cryptocurrencies from replacing fiat money. Transactional Coins can
provide the solution. From now on, every type of cryptocurrency should prove underlying assets or
show some form of concrete worth. Ormeus Cash looks set to become the model cryptocoin; an
‘ideal money’ which retains its purchasing power, has the minimum possible inflation and is the
answer to crypto’s point of sale, fast transaction dilemma.
19
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